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ABSTRACT: From previous earthquakes it has been observed that skewed bridges have 

a higher susceptibility to damage compared with straight bridges. This affinity to damage 

has been attributed to the effect of pounding and the induced in-plane rotations of the 

deck, which lead to an increase in the likelihood of unseating of the skewed bridge deck. 

Many numerical studies have shown that the response of a skewed bridge is dependent on 

multiple factors including the skew angle as well the effect of in-plane rotations of the 

bridge deck. However, in order to verify these relationships further experimental testing 

needs to be carried out. 

In this study, two bridge models were constructed. These consisted of a straight and a 60° 
skewed bridge, scaled based on the dynamic properties of a 100 m segment of the 

Newmarket Viaduct Replacement Bridge. Pounding between the bridge segment and the 

two adjacent abutments, simulated using two rigid frames, was investigated. The 

pounding forces were measured using specially designed and fabricated pounding heads.  

This paper focuses on the effects of pounding on the seismic response of a skewed bridge. 

The results experimentally verify that skewed bridges can undergo deck in-plane rotations 

in the absence of pounding. Additionally when pounding is introduced, the in-plane 

rotations are increased, causing an increase of bending moments in the piers. These 

collisions induced large pounding forces that can cause severe damage localised such as 

concrete spalling at the location of RC bridge joints. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Bridges form key pieces of our infrastructure network, linking regions over impassable terrain. These 

structures reduce commuter times for everyday travellers and contribute to local economic growth. As 

bridges also form part of the disaster relief strategies in earthquakes it is vital that these structures 

remain undamaged to prevent further loss of life and other detrimental economic effects.  

From previous earthquakes like the 1971 San Fernando (Wood & Jennings, 1971), 1994 Northridge 

(Seible & Priestley, 1999) and 1995 Kobe (Chouw, 1996, Kawashima and Unjoh, 1997) earthquakes it 

was noticed that skewed bridges are more sensitive and prone to damage when compared with straight 

bridges. This affinity to damage has been attributed to the pounding-induced damage and the in-plane 

rotations of the deck which lead to an increase in the likelihood of unseating of the bridge deck. 

(Wood & Jennings, 1971)  

For many years researchers have investigated into the damage susceptibility of skewed bridges and 

pounding effects using parametric and numerical models. Previous parametric studies have concluded 

that the skew angle and natural frequency are the most significant parameters in the dynamic response 

of skewed bridges (Meng et al., 2001), where an increase in the skew angle will increase the damage 

susceptibility of the structure (Ghotbi, 2014). Kawiani et al. (2012) through the use of OpenSees 

structural package was able to conclude that bridges with larger skew angles were more at risk of 

collapse due to the excessive rotations of the bridge deck. Maragarkis and Jennings (1989) set out to 

accurately represent these rotations using an analytical model of a skewed bridge in California. It was 

found that the deck rotations were induced as a direct result of the skewness and the pounding between 
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the deck and the abutments.  

Pounding of bridge superstructures is also a popular avenue of research. Catacoli et al. (2014) 

investigated pounding on several skewed bridges through a parametric study. It was found that while 

in-plane rotations occur as a direct result as pounding they do not necessarily occur as a direct result to 

the skewness of the bridge. Meaning that if a bridge is skewed it does not necessarily mean it will 

become torsionally active in the absence of pounding. Chouw (2008) investigated into the effect of 

pounding on traditional bridge expansion joints on straight bridges. It was found that an expansion gap 

can act to restrain the limiting the maximum relative displacement between the bridge and the adjacent 

abutment, leading to a smaller induced bending moment in the piers as a result from the inclusion of 

pounding. 

From the reviewed literature it can be seen there has been limited experimental investigation into the 

effects pounding and in-plane rotations have on the seismic response of skewed bridges. Hence, the 

research objectives of this paper are: 

1. To experimentally investigate the effect of pounding on skewed bridge response in comparison 

to straight bridge response. 

2. To experimentally investigate the effect of skew angle on bridge response. 

2 METHODOLGY 

In order to meet the above objectives a 1:100 scale straight bridge and skewed bridge model were 

fabricated from PVC. The models were designed to be accurate dynamic representations of a 100m 

segment of the Newmarket Viaduct Replacement Bridge. The desired dynamic, material and 

geometric properties of these models was obtained using similitude law outlined by Dove et al. 

(1985). An adequate model was used in order to eliminate the effect of material limitations. The 

testing only involved the elastic response of the bridge models, meaning they remain as accurate 

representations of the prototype structure (Moncarz & Krawinkler, 1981).  

The effect of skew angle was investigated by comparing the seismic response of a 60° skewed bridge 

with that of the straight bridge. 

Table 1. Prototype and model properties 

Parameter Prototype Designed Model Obtained Model 

Length 100 m 1000 mm 1000 mm 

Column Height 15.5 m 155 mm 155 mm 

Ipier 3.87x10
11 

mm
4 

67.5 mm
4 

67.5 mm
4 

Elastic Modulus 30 GPa 2.5 GPa 2.5 GPa 

Seismic Mass 1,895,413 kg 7.150 kg 7.05 kg 

Stiffness 71890 kN/m 1084.75 N/m 1112.1 N/m 

Elastic Modulus 30 GPa 2.5 GPa 2.5 GPa 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 0.98 Hz 1.96 Hz 1.99 Hz 

 

2.1 Setup 

In addition to the bridges, two steel frames and pounding receivers were designed and fabricated in 

order to measure the pounding forces.  These receivers consisted of a PVC block which bolt onto the 

abutment arm and two 30 mm x 3 mm aluminium plates with strain gauges. The pounding heads 

consisted of a bracket with a half cylindrical piece of PVC attached to ensure single points of contact 

during the collisions.  

Figure 1 shows the final pounding setup for the skewed bridge. The bridges were excited 

longitudinally using two synchronised 50 cm x 50 cm shakers. Accelerometers were employed on the 

bridge to measure the induced deck accelerations. Additionally, lasers were used to measure the 

displacements of the straight bridge and to calculate the in-plane rotations of the skewed bridge. 
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Finally, strain gauges were used to measure the bending strains in the piers. 

 

Figure 1 - Skewed pounding setup (left), Abutment 1 pounding head setup 3mm gap (right) 

2.2 Ground Motions 

Both bridges were subjected to a series of 18 stochastically generated ground motions. These were 

fitted to the NZS1170:5 response spectrum for hard and medium sub-soil conditions (9 each). A time 

history of one of the ground motions used is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 - Ground acceleration 1, medium soil condition [MS1],  

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Fixed Base Pounding 

Comparing the response of the skewed bridge when pounding occurred, the following accelerations of 

the bridge deck were obtained in MS1.  

Abutment 

1 

Abutment 2 

Plate 2 

ABUTMENT 1 

Plate 1 

DECK 
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Figure 3 - Effect of pounding on skewed deck accelerations due to MS1 

Figure 3 shows that the accelerations were much larger in the pounding case in comparison with the 

non-pounding case. It can also be seen that as anticipated several large distinctive accelerations occur 

due to pounding throughout the time window considered. Figure 4 shows the maximum accelerations 

for the pounding and non-pounding cases for the skewed bridge. 

 

Figure 4 - Effect of pounding on maximum skewed deck acceleration, medium soil conditions 

The large induced pounding accelerations were on average 5.40 times larger than the maximum non 

pounding accelerations.  

Figure 5 shows the pounding forces induced in plates 1 and 2 due to MS1 for the skewed bridge case. 

Plates 1 and 2 were located on Abutment 1. 
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Figure 5 - Recorded skewed bridge pounding forces at abutment 1 due to MS1 

From Figure 5 it can be seen the three large distinctive pounding forces corresponding to the large 

positive accelerations in Figure 3. An interesting region in this plot is between 4 s and 6 s, where the 

plates on the same side (Plates 1 and Plates 2) are pounding at different intervals. This can possibly be 

attributed to in-plane rotations being induced in the skewed bridge deck. This assumption is 

investigated in Figure 6 showing the in-plane rotations induced in the skewed bridge deck due to the 

same excitation.   

 

Figure 6 - Effect of pounding on skewed bridge in-plane rotations due toMS1 

Interestingly, it can be seen that the non-pounding case shows some tendency to rotate during the 

excitation which was not expected. Additionally, it can be noted that the larger in-plane rotations in 

Figure 6 are occurring at the largest deck accelerations and pounding forces. These simultaneous 

occurrences confirm that pounding is inducing in-plane rotations of the bridge deck. Looking into this 

effect, Figure 7 shows the maximum in-plane rotations between non pounding and pounding for the 

skewed bridge.  
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Figure 7 - Effect of pounding on skewed bridge maximum in-plane rotations due to medium soil ex-

citations 

From Figure 7 it can be seen that the in-plane rotations of the skewed bridge are still significant in the 

absence of pounding. However, they are on average smaller the in-plane rotations when pounding is 

considered. This is in line with the research undertaken by Maragarkis (1989) who concluded that in-

plane rotations will occur due to the skewness of the bridge. 

It is also speculated that these in-plane rotations will lead to an additional demand on the piers due to 

the twisting action of the bridge deck. Therefore Figure 8 is a time history comparing bending 

moments between pounding and non-pounding for the skewed bridge. 

 

Figure 8 - Effect of pounding on pier bending moments due to MS1 

From Figure 8 it can be seen that the maximum bending moment induced into the piers corresponds to 

one of the larger pounding accelerations shown in Figure 3 and a large in-plane rotation of the bridge 

deck in Figure 6. The large difference in the maximums for both pounding and non-pounding bending 

moments was seen throughout testing. Figure 9 shows the average maximum bending moments for 

pounding and non-pounding cases of both the straight and skewed bridge. 
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Figure 9 - Effect of pounding and skewness on average maximum pier bending moments due to 

medium soil excitations 

From Figure 9 it can be deduced that on average the induced bending moments in the skewed bridge 

from pounding were 230% larger than the non-pounding case. Meaning that the effect of pounding and 

the additional in-plane rotations induced is putting the piers under increased loading compared with 

the non-pounding case. 

Considering the straight bridge it can be seen that pounding will actually decrease the bending 

moments in the piers. This is partially due to the restraining effect of the abutments (Chouw & Hao, 

2008). Hence, this shows that skewed bridges are more likely to have an increased demand on their 

piers when pounding occurs which is the opposite of straight bridges. This and the additional in-plane 

rotations are reasons why skewed bridges are more susceptible to damage during earthquakes. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper looks into the effect the effect of pounding on the seismic response of skewed bridges. The 

following conclusions can be made: 

1. Even in the absence of pounding, the decks of skewed bridges can experience in-plane 

rotations.  

2. When pounding is considered there are additional in-plane rotations which lead to an increase 

in the bending moments in the piers of the skewed bridge. Contrastingly, with straight bridges 

when pounding is incorporated the bending moments tend to decrease due to the restraining 

nature of the abutments.   

3. Despite the increase in bending moments for the skewed bridge the straight bridge pounding 

case still had larger bending moments. This may be due to the direction of loading of the 

bridges. If both bridges were excited along their respective weak bending axes it is likely that 

the bending moments in the skewed bridge piers will be much worse. 
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